FUTA NEWS
VC EMPHASIZES ZERO TOLERANCE FOR CRIME AS NEW CP VISITS FUTA
The Federal University of Technology, Akure (FUTA) has been described as a University with zero tolerance
for antisocial and deviant behaviours. Speaking when he received the new Commissioner of Police, Ondo
State command, CP Hilda Ibifuro-Harrison the Vice-Chancellor, Professor Adebiyi Daramola explained that
FUTA has disciplined students and a peaceful environment which propel the successful achievement of
regular academic sessions. Professor Daramola who noted that no society is completely free from bad eggs
emphasized that the University is on top of its game in preventing negative vices from creeping into and
polluting the system.

Proposing a working partnership with the Commissioner, the Vice-Chancellor urged the command to be
vigilant not only on issues relating to students as he promised maximum cooperation from FUTA but also on
security issues affecting the state in general. He added that the state was at a critical time since elections are in
the around the corner. He called on the command to make the protection of student rights among other things
a priority during the period. The Vice-Chancellor who described the Commissioner as a pride to the force
commended her attitude to work and her academic and professional laurels which he noted was a rare feat and
a proof of hard work, dedication and diligence.

Earlier, the Commissioner who is also the command’s 37th Commissioner of Police, commended the
University’s concerted effort at maintaining peace. She referred to the values instilled in the students as a plus
to the prevention of deviant activities and the destruction of lives and properties, adding that the presence of

the University would naturally have been a reason for restiveness but for the proactive action of the
management and the discipline of overwhelming majority of the students.

Disclosing her mission, Ibifuro-Harrison noted that the Inspector General of Police, Solomon Arese’s vision
for the Force is for Officers to be upright and interact with the community to be able to gather intelligence that
would be useful in keeping the community safe. She therefore sought partnership with the University
Management, assuring an open door policy to achieve success. While presenting the Vice-Chancellor with a
plaque, she promised the command’s continued support and commitment to the maintenance of law and order
within the University community.

Key officers of the command accompanied the commissioner to FUTA

